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ABSTRACT 

Cinematography is an important key in film production. In producing film, 

cinematography technique is needed to give a better visualization and to help the 

producer in conveying a message of a video. In cinematography there is a work of 

camera, or it is called camera work. Camera work includes framing, camera movement, 

camera angle, and camera shots. The researcher aimed to analyze the camera works 

techniques applied in the music video and to mention the use or the function of camera 

works in a Wonho’s music video entitled Crazy (2022). The data were collected by 

analyzing the music video and classified using Blain's Brown theory. From the result 

of the analysis with qualitative approach, the researcher has found the four roles of the 

camera works like Blain’s Brown theory in every scene (Camera movement, camera 

angle, camera shot, and framing) 
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ABSTRAK  

Sinematografi merupakan kunci yang penting dalam sebuah produksi film. Dalam 

pembuatan film dibutuhkan teknik sinematografi untuk memberikan visualisasi yang 

lebih baik dan membantu produser dalam menyampaikan pesan dari sebuah video. 

Dalam sinematografi terdapat teknik kerja kamera. Teknik kerja kamera meliputi 

pembingkaian, gerakan kamera, sudut kamera, dan jepretan kamera. Penulis bertujuan 

untuk menganalisis teknik kerja kamera yang diterapkan dalam video musik serta 

menyebutkan penggunaan atau fungsi karya kamera dalam judul Crazy (2022). Data 

dikumpulkan dengan menganalisis video musik dan diklasifikasikan menggunakan 

Teori Blain Brown. Dari hasil analisis yang menggunakan metode kualitatif, penulis 

menemukan empat peran kerja kamera sesuai teori Brown Blain dalam setiap adegan 

(pergerakan kamera, sudut kamera, jepretan kamera, dan pembingkaian). 

Kata kunci: sinematografi, kerja kamera, video musik, Blain Brown 
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	ABSTRAK
	Sinematografi merupakan kunci yang penting dalam sebuah produksi film. Dalam pembuatan film dibutuhkan teknik sinematografi untuk memberikan visualisasi yang lebih baik dan membantu produser dalam menyampaikan pesan dari sebuah video. Dalam sinematogr...
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	CHAPTER 1
	INTRODUCTION
	1.1 Background of the Study

	A music video must have the capacity to promote a song and a singer (Vernallis, 2004). Inherently music videos should reflect what the song is about. It might be shown in how the director produces the music video graphically and musically. This is how...
	In cinematography, a person is responsible for handling camera work. The person is called a cinematographer (Kuhn & Westwell, 2012). The task of a cinematographer is as follows: providing the editor with artistic footage or entrusting them with making...
	Cinematic techniques are applied in producing a music video to make better what the director intends to communicate to the audience. This is to say that visual language is paramount in producing a music video. In this research, the techniques of cinem...
	The music video of Wonho Crazy is directed by Bart. It is published in 2022 under the agency of Highline Entertainment, from South Korea. The type of music video of Crazy is a non-narrative concept video. The meaning of non-narrative concept video in ...
	This study is such an urgent to conduct because the technique of camera works is really needed in making film. Yet so many past researchers haven’t focused on the work of camera only. The researcher only found a few articles in the past that just focu...
	Additionally, the motivation to conduct this issue because there are still a lot of people that do not know if moving camera is not just moving the camera, it needs a motivation and needs to know the use of moving it (Brown, 2022). These issues are us...
	In this study, the researcher focused only on the camera work that helped in building a visualization in making a music video. The camera work includes the application of shots, angles, camera movement, and framing. The researcher intends to analyze t...
	1.2 Field of the Study

	The field of study is digital performing art on music video.
	1.3 Scope of the Study

	The scope of this study is on camera works, particularly the use of camera works in the music video of Crazy.
	1.4 Research Questions

	The researcher formulates the problem of this research bellow:
	1.5 Objectives of the Study

	Regarding the problem formulation above, the researcher has the following objectives:
	1.6 Significance of the Study

	The research is significant for two reasons. Firstly, the result of this study is expected to give better understanding to the readers, especially people who want to learn more about camera work. Secondly, this research can be a reference for those in...
	1.7 Definition of Term

	Some keywords need clarifying in this study to make the reader better understand the proposal.
	1. Camera Work
	Camerawork is generally known as a part of film production which contains camera angles and camera movement (Kuhn & Westwell, 2012, p. 445). Camerawork plays an important part in creating visuals of a film and music video production. This is because t...
	2. Camera Angle
	In making a music video, it is essential to place the camera in a good position. Positioning camera with a view point is called as camera angle (Mascelli, 1998,p 11). Positioning camera angle can give direct visual impact to a shot (Kuhn & Westwell, 2...
	3. Camera Movement
	The changing position of camera in shooting a video is named as camera movement (Kuhn & Westwell, 2012,p 445).
	4. Camera Shot
	Shots are technically used in setting up the scene since they are needed to attract the audience's attention. In general, there are 2 types of shots. Based on Brown, the shots contain framing shots and functional shots.
	5. Framing
	Framing is the composition of elements in a film frame which is inside the frame (Kuhn & Westwell, 2012). Choosing the frame is the fundamental act in producing film since it is directing the audiences’ view (Brown, 2022 p.4).
	6. Music Video
	A music video is known as a video that shows a performance of music. A music video must have the capacity to promote a song (Vernallis, 2004). Inherently, music videos must reflect what the song is about.
	CHAPTER 2 (1)
	REVIEW OF LITERATURE
	This chapter explains relevant previous studies or research on camera works, and the conceptual framework or theories that are going to be applied in the research. Therefore, this chapter is divided into two sections: previous studies, review of liter...
	2.1 Previous Studies
	To distinguish the originality of this thesis, the researcher has found some scholarly references to compare. There are one thesis and three journal articles of previous studies focusing on cinematography. A work of Mohammad Arief Azman Hanif, Irfansy...
	Another paper to compare is a thesis from Damar Riyadi entitled “Teknik Sinematografi Dalam Video ‘Padamu Ku Bersujud” (Riyadi, 2016). The thesis of Riyadi informs the readers that in producing a music video, there is a unique technique behind it. It ...
	The third paper that writer found is an article that determines the originality is an article from Dorian Bowen “Review of the Dynamic Frame: Camera Movement in Classical Hollywood” (Bowen, 2020). The article that the researcher found is about a revie...
	The final paper that the researcher uses to distinguished is an article that entitled as “Aesthetics of Camera Movement in Cinema” (Mohammadi, 2021). The article reads that the camera movement in Afghanistan looks so basic. Because the filmmakers in A...
	2.2 Conceptual Framework
	2.2.1 Blain Brown Theory
	2.2.2 Camera Works
	2.2.3 Camera Shot
	2.2.4 Framing Shots
	2.2.5 Function Shots

	2.2.6 Camera Movement
	2.2.7 Camera Angle
	2.2.8 Framing
	2.2.9 The Use of Camera Work

	CHAPTER 3 (1)
	METHODOLOGY
	A. Research Design (1)
	3.1 Research Approach and Research Genre
	The researcher uses a qualitative approach to evaluate the use of camera work in the music video of Crazy. A qualitative approach or qualitative research means a method that is to find a valued depth of meaning(Patricia Leavy, 2017, p. 124). It helps ...
	The theory that is used by the researcher in this thesis is Blain Brown's theory. As it was mentioned before, the theory of Blain Brown holds the deep meaning of camera work, even the technique behind it. The researcher uses this theory of Brown to ex...
	This thesis paper contains an unobtrusive method as a research genre. The unobtrusive method that is used is content analysis. The use of content analysis is to deeply understand the meaning behind texts(Patricia Leavy, 2017, p. 146). It helps the res...
	3.2 Research Subject and Object
	The subject research in this research is analyzing the camera works. The object of this research is Wonho's Music Video Crazy.
	3.3 Data Source
	The music video's data source is listed below:
	The data source of Crazy by Wonho could be obtained in Youtube. The researcher receives the data from Wonho channel on Youtube and Wonho’s official twitter account. The information was accessed in December 2022.
	B. Method of Data Collection
	The method of data collection is done through observation and documentation in the form of images and shots of data. The observation focuses on the camera work that is applied in Crazy and how the camera works contribute to the image result. The resea...
	C. Method of Data Analysis
	The researcher needed a method of data analysis to process and interpret information from the data that has been obtained. In this research, the researcher used a qualitative method to analyze the theory of camera work and the usage of camera work tha...
	These are the following steps:
	1. Data Collection
	The researcher initially searched information and observed the data from Crazy music video. Data was gathered after being selected in accordance with the criteria from Blain Brown’s theory. The researcher will add some captures as evidence in analyzin...
	2.  Analysis
	As all information is gathered from the social media of the artist: official Youtube account of Wonho and Twitter official account, the researcher constructed all the data into a structure and table. The researcher applies Blain Brown's theory to anal...
	CHAPTER 4 (1)
	DATA ANALYSIS & RESULT (1)
	In this chapter, the researcher answers the research questions of this thesis as were formulated in chapter two. Therefore, this chapter is divided into two sections. First is identifying the camera works: types of shots, angles, camera movements, a...
	Before identifying the techniques employed of the camera works of the music video, it is necessary to present the information of Crazy. The song of Crazy (Bart, 2022) has a story. It depicts a man's desire to make his partner feel above the cloud or t...
	Figure 4.1 The Lyric of Crazy
	The lyrics that the singer says in figure 4.1 articulates the artist’s intention to make his partner lose in thought while having an intimacy. Another part of the lyric that portrays the man’s intention is also shown through figure 4.2 below. In figur...
	Figure 4.2 The Lyric of Crazy Part 2
	The music video of Crazy also shows the artist figure which has masculine look. The masculine look is portrayed through physical images of the artist in the scene. It is evident as the shots exhibit his muscular chest, huge muscles, broad shoulders, a...
	The idea of masculinity appears because the characteristics of being strong and bold are well-displayed in the shots. It shows through figures 4.3 and 4.4.
	The researcher chooses Crazy (Bart, 2022) music video because the video demonstrates the unique fashion of camera operations or camera works (shot, angle, camera movement, and framing). The unique fashion of camera work that is mostly shown in the vid...
	Figure 4.5 An Example of Unique Camerawork in Crazy
	Figure 4.5 is an example of appealing camera work that is surprisingly catching the researcher’s attention to take camera work as a thing to study in this paper.
	Despite that, the music video also reaches one (1) million viewers in a day. It is shown on Wonho’s official Youtube channel (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=chjvw8YoO50) and data from Twitter (https://twitter.com/whchartdata/status/153651270039345971...
	The use of camera works in Crazy (Bart, 2022) is professional and unique. Brown (2016) states that camera works are not just moving a camera but should visualize what the audiences must perceive. As a case in point, Brown exemplifies Working Girl (Fig...
	The figures 4.6 through 4.9 show the right work of dynamic camera movement. It is because the camera moves from focusing on a Liberty statue to the ship until it moves to where the main character is. Which is letting the audience know who the main cha...
	The structure of the music video in Crazy mainly consists of opening, middle, dance break, and ending scenes based on song’s structure in general. As a result, the structure of the song lyrics of Crazy are opening; intro of the song, first refrain, fi...
	Figure 4.10 Video Structure of Crazy
	The figure above is the structures of Crazy music video. The structure is based on the general structure in a song. The opening scenes contain from intro to second verse. The middle scenes contain from second verse to bridge. The dance break includes...
	4.1 Identification of the Camera Works in Crazy (Bart, 2022)
	As mentioned before, the structure of Crazy consists of opening, middle, dance break, and ending scenes. In the opening scene of Crazy, it contains nine stunning techniques of camera work. They are establishing shot, wide angle, medium shot, dirty si...
	The intro’s scenes are shown in figure 4.1.1 and figure 4.1.2. In figure 4.1.1, the scene exposes the artist and the setting widely. The intro shows the actor walking from the outside of the frame to the middle of the frame. The setting of the place i...
	In figure 4.1.2, the frame focuses only on the artist. The scene reveals who the artist is by shooting it closer in medium shot. Medium shot is part of framing shot and it is when the camera shoots from the waist up; closer to the action, revealing t...
	In addition, other noticeable cameras work like moving in and out, insert shot, over the shoulder shot are found in the first refrain. It is shown in the following figures.
	Figure 4.1.3 shows a dancing performance in which the artist and the dancers dance following the song’s beat. In this scene, the most noticeable and powerful element of the camera work is the camera movement. The most stunning camera movements in this...
	Just as noticeable as previous scenes, the researcher also found two stunning camera works in chorus one. The most outstanding camera works in chorus one is the camera angle and the movement. The camera angle contains overhead angle (over the head sh...
	Figure 4.1.6 shows the artist expresses the song lyric with hand movement, the scene exhibits a Dutch angle shot while the artist sings the lyrics. Dutch angle is when a camera tilted off horizontal (Brown, 2022). In figure 4.1.7, the scene is about ...
	The middle scenes contain the second verse, second pre-chorus, chorus, and bridge. In the middle scenes, the researcher found five most appealing techniques of camera work. They are appealing because it contributes to making the video supports the co...
	In figure 4.1.9, the camera angle that shows in this scene is low eye level. The low eye level shows as the action are shot from below the human eyes. Meanwhile the special framing in this scene is the third of rules. Third of rules is when the object...
	Next part, there are two others unique camera works that the researcher found in second pre-chorus. They are camera movement and camera shot. The camera work in this scene is tracking. Meanwhile the camera shot here is extreme close-up, Dutch angle,
	Figure 4.1.10 shows that the artist dances to the song by walking from left to right. In this scene, the camera work that is displayed well is camera movement. The camera movement in this scene is tracking. The tracking shoots follow the artist’s move...
	The second chorus is mostly repeating the same techniques as the first chorus in the opening. It combines all the techniques before and that mostly used is camera roll and move in out. Yet, the researcher found a different technique in the bridge part.
	The bridge part or the last part of the middle section is when the artist hits a high note. It is shown in figure 4.1.12. The special camera work in this scene is the camera movement. The camera movement in this scene is a tilt. The camera tilts from ...
	The dance break part includes the last chorus and last refrain. The researcher found three uniquely stunning camera techniques that are mostly used. They are high level angle, move in and out, and Dutch angle. In the last chorus, the special camera w...
	Figure 4.1.13 The Dance Break (Bart, 2022, 2.44)
	Figure 4.1.13 is a scene before the artist is doing a main dance break. The scene shows the artist jamming and dancing to the song. The camera angle that shows up in this scene is high level angle. The high level here showcases the whole thing that ha...
	Figure 4.1.14 is a scene when the artist starts to do a dance break. The camera techniques of camera work that applied are Dutch angle and move in or out. The Dutch angle and the movement of moving in and out were already used on the previous part. Ye...
	Last of all is the ending scene. It only contains the outro. The researcher only found one unique technique of camera work that has been used in the beginning. It is a wide shot. The wide shot shows through figure 4.1.15 below
	Figure 4.1.15 as the song has ended, the artist walks near the animation that looks like a human. This scene uses a wide shot as a type of camera shot in camera work. The wide shot shoots the scene widely so the audiences can see the whole setting lik...
	To sum up, there are many unique techniques of camera work that strongly appears in Crazy. They are establishing shot, wide shot, medium shot, Dutch angle, move in and out, insert shot, over the shoulder, camera roll, over the head, low eye angle/le...
	4.2. The Use of Camera Works and Their Contribution to The Quality of The Video Results in Crazy (Bart, 2022)
	In this chapter, the researcher examines the use and the contribution of camera work that has been collected in the previous section.  From the previous section the researcher found different elements of camera works that are uniquely used. It is sho...
	The figure above concludes the most stunning of camera works that are used in Crazy. In the opening it contains 8 different types of cameras works. It shows from figure 4.1.1 to 4.1.8. The first scene in the opening can be shown through figure 4.1.1. ...
	Next part is the medium shot and dirty single shot. It appears a second after the first scene and can be seen through figure 4.1.2. The medium shot is normally used to focus on the action or expression. Yet, in this scene the medium shot is used to re...
	The other work of camera in the opening part can be seen in figure 4.1.3. It mostly highlights the camera movement. It is known as moving in and out. Moving in and out is technically known as push in or pull out the camera that combines with wide shot...
	Another part of the opening scene is figure 4.1.4. It displays an insert shot. The insert shot in this scene is categorized as informational inserts. The function of informational insert is to give an information to the audience (Brown, 2016 p.65). In...
	Talking the next figure, figure 4.1.6 is a scene that shows a Dutch shot. Dutch shot is when the camera is a little off to give a visual tension, creating subjugation or mystery(Brown, 2022). The Dutch angle appears in Crazy more than twice. In this s...
	Before the last scene, there is figure 4.1.7. Figure 4.1.7 is a scene that is still a part of the opening. Figure 4.1.7 highlights the camera movement. The camera movement in this scene is camera roll. Camera roll shot is a rotational camera movement ...
	The last part of the opening scene is shown through figure 4.1.8. It shows that the camera shoots from above the head. It is called Overhead. Overhead is also known as bird eye view (Kyle De Guzman, 2020). Kyle wrote if overhead is used to give a powe...
	Besides the opening scene there is the middle scene. The middle scene shows from figure 4.1.9 to 4.1.12. In figure 4.1.9, the scene demonstrates a low angle view. The function of low angle is to make the characters seem ominous and foreboding, sharing...
	Figure 4.1.12 is the last part of the middle part. It uses tilt movement. Tilt movement is when the camera moves tilting vertically from upward to downward or vice versa. It uses to make the scenes more truly three-dimensional (Brown, 2022). Like in t...
	Coming to the dance break, the part of dance break shows in figures 4.1.13 and 4.1.14. Figure 4.1.13 shows a high-level angle and wide shot. It is mentioned before that the usage of high-level angle and wide shot is to reveal what happens in the scene...
	As to the ending scene, it contains the outro as shown in figure 4.1.15. In figure 4.1.15, the work of camera that writer highlights are the camera shot. The type of cameras shot in this scene is wide shot. The wide shot in Crazy is to let the audienc...
	CHAPTER 5 (1)
	CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTIONS
	5.1 Conclusion
	According to the researcher's analysis of Wonho's Music Video Crazy, some points can be concluded:
	 In analyzing the whole music video of Crazy music video with the theory of Blain Brown, the researcher concludes that many aspects of camera work contribute in Crazy. These aspects include camera shots, framing, movement, and angle. However, the com...
	 Through the result of Blain Brown theory, the researcher also explains the usage of camera works one by one and how the camera work in Crazy contributed to the result of the images. The result that the researcher has analyzed is that camera works ha...
	 The music video Crazy depicts the man's desire to make his partner feel lost in thought while having a closer intimacy. This non narrative music video begins with the artist walking into the frame, taking silver-wrapped candy from a junkyard that ma...
	
	5.2 Suggestions
	The researcher wishes that future researchers may further explore investigation of cinematic camera works considering that this area of investigation is still overlooked. Many scholars still think that moving camera is just moving the camera randomly ...
	Bart. (2022). Crazy. Highline Entertainment.
	https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=chjvw8YoO50
	Bowen, D. (2020). Review of The Dynamic Frame: Camera Movement in Classical Hollywood. CINEJ Cinema Journal.
	https://doi.org/10.5195/cinej.2020.262
	Brown, B. (2016). Cinematography: Theory and Practice Imagemaking for Cinematographers and Directors. Routledge.
	https://digilib.stekom.ac.id/assets/dokumen/ebook/feb_8225990a89e31f860c98337494ab5fe24d8c00e3_1652224610.pdf
	Brown, B. (2022). Cinematography: Theory and Practice for Cinematographers and Directors. Routledge.
	https://doi.org/10.4324/9780429353239
	Creswell, J. W., & Creswell, J. D. (2018). Mixed Methods Procedures. In Research Defign: Qualitative, Quantitative, and Mixed M ethods Approaches (5th ed.). SAGE Publications, Inc.
	https://spada.uns.ac.id/pluginfile.php/510378/mod_resource/content/1/creswell.pdf
	Hancock, et al.,. (2009). An Introduction to Qualitative Research. The NIHR Research Design Service for Yorkshire & the Humber (Vol. 4th).
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